Abstract. The analysis of the density and brightness of big planets' satellites, main asteroid belt objects, Kuiper belt objects and centaurs has been carried out as well as the analysis of suspected unseen satellites of the stars. According to the date on the first of January, 2006 the catalogue of planetary objects has been compiled. As a result, according to the date on the first of January 2006 the catalogue of planetary objects has been compiled. It consists of 9 tables. The first three tables consist of the planetary bodies. Whose belonging to planets is beyond doubt. They are: big planets (Table 1.); 20 satellites of the big planets (Table 2.), whose masses exceed the minimal masses of the planets -m po = (10 −11 − 10 −10 )m ⊙ ; 3 Main asteroid belt objects (Table 3 .), whose masses exceed m po (based on the calculations according to the albedo and brightness). Estimation of centaurs and Kuiper belt objects masses were based on absolute brightness (which was taken from database [http://cfa-www.harvard.edu]) and calculations of their albedo and average density. The list of these candidates includes four tables (depending on heliocentric distance): a < 30 a.u. (centaurs) - Table 4 .; a = 40±10 a.u. (general Kuiper belt) - Table 5 .; 50 < a < 80 a.u. (near region of scattered-disk Kuiper belt) - Table 6 .; a < 80 a.u. (distant region of scattered-disk Kuiper belt) - Table 7 . The most probable discovered exoplanets are itemized in the Table 8. Table 9 . represents a list of the candidates which existence wasn't

